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New Moon in Pisces Friday March 20th 5:37 AM EST
Vernal Equinox Sun ingress Aries Friday March 20th 6:46 PM

Mars ingress Taurus Tuesday March 31st 12:28 PM
Full Moon in Libra Saturday April 4th 8:07 AM

Jupiter direct in Leo Wednesday April 8th 12:58 PM
Pluto retrograde in Capricorn Thursday April 16th 11:56 PM

next new Moon in Aries Saturday April 18th 2:58 PM
Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius throughout cycle



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Overview
New Moon in Pisces

Friday March 20th 5:57 AM EST
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W
hen two things attempt to occupy the same space they either harmonize and
complement each other or they smash into each other. If if the individual is aware that
thoughts are things they are able to see the bigger picture of harmony and or discord

as it plays out on many levels of reality. During this Pisces Moon cycle the forward nature of
Aries and ruling planet Mars are poised to be dominate although this is truly up to the individual.
The aggressive nature of some may not be on the lookout for harmony again it there belief and
choice which would determine this. However this truly a good time to seek for harmony in
relating to all others. The manner in which an individual's identity, who they see themselves as,
and the belief they have about their reality, which would include beliefs which define their social
situations and the society they live within, will be potentially tested as the Aries Mars influence
will be high. This occurs when their forward action is unable to harmonize with the forward
action of another. This is why it is going to be important for some individual to choose harmony
as they allow their assertive nature to be propelled into being. The identity an individual has, at
least the one they to choose to believe they are, is directly connected to their beliefs about reality.
Typically and historically humanity has been able to maintain different versions of reality, these
differences kept sperate. However they has been and continues to a dissolving of the boundaries
and edges of these different worlds and as many flood and roll into each others world their
opinions of typical may drastically differ. Some are more fixed in their way that others and
collisions can happen. As these different worlds, beliefs, meet up identities also meet up. An
ability to see the larger picture is very valuable. An ability to let something go which was falsely
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assumed absolute yet is turning out not to be, will be very valuable now, especially if the
individual is calling for advanced awareness and personal evolution. For those who are not
interested in increasingly their awareness and who are standing by their inherited self definition
there stands before them a wall which is indeed their own counterpart manifested by none other
than themselves. If there is a willingness to evolve an individual may want to consider the things
which are absolutely real and those things which are manufactured or inherited real and begin
discerning what is what. The individual who does may find that their identity naturally evolves.
It may be valuable to the individual to make a list of things which they believe to be real and a
list of things which are beginning to to feel false. Only those things which have a degree of
importance would be listed.

Firmly aware thought creates the individual aligns themselves with great power. Galvanized with
an astute awareness as to how a bigger picture of one's experiences is congruently harmonized
with local experiences a new effectiveness rides one's commitment and vision. As the power of
spontaneous joy echoes and reveals the rich harmonically entrained resonance of a grand
holographic theater the writers of reality anonymously insert a new world. The rhythm of
integrity calls for a rather artistic involvement in life which can be sealed away, deemed a
preposterous value by ego firmly locked in external validation and external approval. It may
seem to some that there is an edging away of reality, some world they are not feeling complete
with, yet at the same time there is also a reinvention going on which is related to this apparent
disappearance. It is in one's ability to move from event to process which will not only free them
from being stuck and caught in a nostalgic past, it will also allow a grander picture and meaning
to fill their experiences. As there is great joy in spontaneous conversation where sharing energy
takes the form of ideas emotionally implying relationship this great joy is also the presence of
power.

Neptune's Aquarius transit began in November 1998 and ended in April 2011 at which time it
began the current Pisces ingress. During that Aquarius transit many social distinctions and
boundaries where dissolved, Neptune style, and humanity began to get to know each other
beyond their previous social limitations. As if imaginary forts of each continent which separated
how we socialize were brought down and peoples flowed together, their ideas now closer than
they were previous to 1998. This of course will correlate with the development of social media
which appeared to make our world shrink, a least in terms of distance between land masses.
Immigration has also flourished during this time although at times difficult, again bringing down
the apparent separation. Isolated distanced social groups or social belief systems were beginning
flow into one another. Now we are experiencing a Pisces transit from Neptune, increased in
significance as Neptune is the planetary ruler to Pisces. If one can feel and notice the correlating
affect of Neptune in Aquarius then perhaps one can extrapolate the meaning of Neptune in
Pisces. The melting away of boundaries of religious and cultural definition is currently
occurring. Once again at times and for many people this can be quite difficult and painful
however it will to be detered. What is occurring is a dropping of boundaries related to how
compassion and empathy, among other things, has been isolated. We are headed to a free flowing
type of feeling where the compassion and feelings for other living things is allowed to be
experienced without the restriction of definition. Old school definition is at the root of
difficulties many people are experiencing. As the generations move along the time line of their
lives experiences the day will come where those who are born into this energy will see very little
significance in cultural and religious type separation and distinction, just as the current young
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adult generations see little significance in social separation which was common before 1998. The
plight of the individual is high as indicated by Uranus, another generational planet, continuing to
transit Aries. There are other big Aries influences occurring as well yet for now we want to
understand that the blending or melting away of culturally defined differences related to
compassion is giving way to a more expansive type feeling, a more Universal or absolute version
of compassion. Aries creates the foundation for Pisces yet how can this occur? What action will
provide foundational security for self and family when the world which was believed in is
unexpectedly turning out to be not so real? Here in this particular new Moon cycle the Aries
ingress, Vernal Equinox, occurs only minutes after the new Moon, a somewhat unique situation.
The quick Aries ingress by both the Sun and Moon following the new Moon indicates a Moon
cycle where survival and security will need to be sorted. This sorting out is in alignment with the
coming acceptance of a disappearing cultural or religious model. It is much more than cultural
and religious models or understanding as it will most assuredly include how one feels about the
reality they believe is real and is being referred to as religious and cultural models as a example
of these beliefs. For some it will feel as if their world which was wrongly assumed to go on
forever is being invaded by all kinds of different cultures and foreign beliefs. The current new
Moon as such will have many discovering what is real to them verses what was appearing to be
real yet is turning out to be of less significant. What is making this happen or appear to be
happening is the need to find security which affects one's survival and comfort and this concern
is for many going to carry far more weight and concern that what their culture or religion, or
their long held belief about what is important, has been calling for. Simply put there are certain
things which must be prioritized when survival and security is in the picture and this may not
include values defined by beliefs such as religions and historic cultural beliefs handed down
from generations past. The laws of who we are as Spirit having a human experience however
would not be so easily tossed, unless these beliefs are merely words which lack absolute
awareness. During this Moon cycle it may become critical or important to some degree that the
individual let go of beliefs as they may be interfering with their otherwise unencumbered ability
to secure resources which would ensure their comfort.

Our emotions and feelings testify to our connection to others and to life itself. Pisces lets us
know realities which are all around us yet not necessarily known to us via our ego alone. Those
with a more intense focus on Pisces than others may well be aware of this mixing and flowing of
energy as they feel the realities of others and, again, of life itself. The difference is we, the
typical individual, can turn it off simply by paying attention to our specific goals and priorities.
The increase in Pisces indicated by the Neptune Pisces ingress which occurred back April 2011 is
huge as it indicates the removal of boundaries between peoples and many aspects of life. Since
then there has been a gradual increase in prioritizing the feelings of others which trumps
authorities of race religion or country of origin. Humanity is increasing their compassion and to
this end the obstacles, religions authority as one example, sticks out as a hindrance to this
compassion acceptance. To deal with a history of isolation due to something like religious belief
or custom the individual must have these sort of issues played out so that they can access their
position within it. Accepting the compassionate nature of the individual as a natural order or
natural law as opposed to a local man made law frees the individual from the local paradigms
created by local authority and opens the individual to connections which are more Universal in
nature, very Pisces. The new Moon in Pisces may trigger the individual in areas where their logic
and mind is able to accept a past limitation and to make the choice to let go of some belief the
individual is gripping onto and to as such open themselves up to more of who they are as Spirit.
Neptune will transit Pisces until the spring of 2025.
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With this Moon cycle beginning in Pisces the focus will be on the merging of beliefs and
paradigms, or the merging of worlds. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle
below, is scripted from the perspective of the dynamic experiences which occur as boarders
become less apparent. As all is thought manifestation all realities, as fantasy or delusion, are
fabricated through opinion. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the nature of manifestation
becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Pisces have a natural propensity to merge with
and experience dreams as reality and vise versa. They naturally and easily move beyond
boundaries of opinion and belief simply by feeling a reality concept as if it is real. Not to exclude
others as we all have Pisces somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a
simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Pisces propensity for
migrating into the reality of others through feeling. There are many accents in each personal
astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun
sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support
a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic
inclination toward experiencing fantasy or delusion as reality for each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I feel the reality of others …

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

by accepting all I sense and observe in my immediate physical experience.

by paying attention to my immediate need to have clear communication with others.

by paying attention to how these realities affect the way I feel about myself.

through my enthusiasm and excitement to be involved with them.

when I choose to be self responsible and clear as to what is and what is not my own
personal responsibility.

when I move into partnership relationships and feel an expansion of compassion.

when my partnership experiences lead me into the value of sharing.

when I allow myself to step out of typical experience and rationalizing and move into
new adventures of feeling.

when I dedicate myself to being purposeful and valuable to others through my
profession and career.

by accepting and intending harmony through friendships.

by being still and feeling the emotional connection which exists between all others.
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Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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January 6th

February 27th & 28th

March 8th, 9th & 10th

April 5th & 6th

May 24th, 25th & 26th

July 7th

August 31st & September 1st

September 10th, 11th & 12th

October 8th, 9th & 10th

November 26 & 27th
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01 Friday March 20th - new Moon in Pisces 5:37 AM EST

02 Friday March 20th - Moon enters Aries 6:29 AM

03 Sunday March 22nd - Moon enters Taurus 6:41 AM

Some delusions are indicated here as ending, a truth is revealed. What is real and what is not real
is an interesting question as reality might need to be realized as something that needs to be real.
Most things are not as real and absolute as they are assumed to be yet their non-truth can be
inconsequential as it is as if a thing is true and one lives their whole life with this thing as a truth.
However in our life now, we may be exposed to things not real which are supposed to be real?
This may be a good Moon cycle to intend clarity as to what is real in degrees of absolute truth
and begin to identify those things which are failing the "absolute" checkup.

Three significant astrological events occur within close succession of each other begining with
the New Moon in Pisces at 5:37 AM EST followed by the Moon's Aries ingress at 6:29 AM
followed by the Vernal Equinox and Sun's Aries ingress at 6:46 AM, all during the morning of
March 20th. The indication is that delusional realities which have been taken or considered to be
real are actually just that "delusions". What is absolute needs to be considered more critically and
closely if an individual is going to maintain or recover their sovereignty and be empowered by
their awareness. The rising Aries energy continues throughout this Moon cycle. Aries energy has
been dominate lately as indicated by Uranus in Aries (March 2011 - May 2018) and the Moon
nodal axis also transiting Aries (February 2014 - November 2015). Now with the Vernal Equinox
upon us and the Sun and Moon both in Aries we can expect to see this cardial fire sign continue
to be a major presence. Mars planetary ruler to Aries is also in it's home turf currently transiting
Aries (February 20th - March 31st). There is plenty of action, courage, and boldness on the
move. How people go after things will be more evident that typical and what people what will be
more obvious. Tying this into the ending of some assumed real realities, or the revealing of
delusionary realities, the Aries factor will want to secure a version of reality believed to be real.
The manner in which the individual will go after a thing will be indicative of what that individual
believes to be real. There may be those who are driven to take action as they are needing a thing
to be true and if they are in denial as to the validity of their recent realization, that something is
fake or not real, they may become more aggressive than they typically would. As Aries can be
about independence and competition it can be that some feel their identity has all of a sudden
become fake or delusional. Ultimately the individual will begin new things now and be rid of
some commonly held beliefs which were actually not that good in terms of creating harmony and
health simply because these beliefs were interfering with their connection to absolute truth.

Anchoring a foundational steadiness now can prove valuable for the weeks and days to come as
there is a significant rise in action energy which shows signs of increasing. The foundation may
be challenging to find yet the Moon in Taurus will make an intuitive quality within the individual
more prominent. The individual in most cases will want to intend that such a foundation is tuned
into and registered as a sort of mini mission. Deciding what are the real facts may mean
identifying ideas and beliefs which are rather nebulous and differentiating these beliefs from
one's which are more directed to comfort and security. There may be a changing landscape in the
places and ideas where an individual would find this security. It really begins with an idea and a
vision which is then baked into realism and thus made more permanent. Frivolous ideas may
have been entertaining in the past and they may have proved a good way to share interests with
others, and they can continue to be this, however right now there may be more important things

Vernal Equinox Sun ingress Aries Friday March 20th 6:46 PM
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to maintain as the center of one's commitment. No one will care about us the way the Earth does
and so one may consider taking a nature walk which can perhaps support and encourage feelings
of foundation and safety.

How things are said may be critical as the Moon transits Gemini. The increase in action energy
will rise during this period and the next piling onto the already increased level. As this action
energy increases many individuals will feel as if they need to move, as if they need to be doing
things, anything. For some the words may be hot or sharp yet not as important as getting through
to some idea so that action can begin. A feeling that one must be bold in order to get involved or
perhaps counter an idea not their own may be felt. The individual ideally will trace their current
feelings back to some idea or belief which is in need of greater understanding, or a belief which
is being pegged as no longer serving one's interest. Either way it is action which comes into the
picture. Mercury, planetary ruler to Gemini, will conjunct Chiron in Pisces during this Moon
transit indicating a giving into solution in terms of what one has come to believe. The idea that
something isn't as real as previously realized may occur or that something which was known not
to be so real needs to be clearly contained or removed from one's typical activity and
experiences. This can be challenging because the motors for doing things are buzzing and many
will not feel right sitting still.

Things can get all fired up and moving quickly yet there is within this array of activity a
disciplinary discernment which can potentially direct these activities. A mission or purpose will
serve as a regulating guide where decisions can be made quickly as called for and yet remain
focused. There is an increase in spontaneity with the actions taken and also in the manner in
which they are taken. New ways of getting things done may be tested out. Dynamics between
what appears to be frivolous immaturity verses hard shell disciplinarian character can occur. A
shared ideal will help keep things in harmony as the impulsive nature keeps things moving. A
focus on public concerns can for example prove valuable in that actions needed to achieve things
for one's community can be set up as a justification for the strong willed concerned individual.
Wanting to make a difference can again become the reasonable justification for one's actions.
Once an individual has an interest to which their energy is focused a good amount of effort can
flow into it. Some may become overwhelmed by all the activities of others yet it is perhaps
merely the need to know how to get involved. Much of what may be occurring is like catching
and riding a wave of energy which needs to be directed toward activity and as such can be
differentiated from the actual things an individual will do with it.

An assessment of one's recent optimism may occur now as the Moon enters Leo. The feeling that
one must be important may in the individual's belief and mind require some sort of external
substantiation. A need to impress others for example can be drawn out of the individual. Perhaps
by observing one's own actions such a belief can be admitted. The sense of being able to
transform one's world by simply following one's own inspiration may or may not affect others in
a big way yet is a huge value to the individual who lives their own inspiration. A growing sense
of understanding and accepting the important cultural beliefs of others can occur without
necessarily applying such beliefs to oneself. As Aries energy continues to be unusually high the
potential for impulsive actions is high. If there are those who feel they must prove themselves

04 Tuesday March 24th - Moon enters Gemini 9:24 AM

05 Thursday March 26th - Moon enters Cancer 3:46 PM

06 Sunday March 29th - Moon enters Leo 1:49 AM
Mars ingress Taurus Tuesday March 31st 12:28 PM
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there is a potential for them to take actions now which is related to validating their identity.
Things important to the individual who longs for and seeks recognition may be given a boost
starting April 8th however it is to be aware that optimism about ones notoriety can be easily
misunderstood if the individual is dependant on an externalized authority. When Mars makes the
Taurus ingress on April 1st aggressive energy will switch from bold impulsive reactionary energy
to physical strength. There will be those who will experience much more physical energy than
they would typically and will be inclined to do things which require physical effort.

Taking some action in order to advance or substantiate a partnership can occur as some
individuals are finding themselves bolder than they typically might. A need to take charge of
ones security and survival may require directing a partner. Or a partner may act in a way which
seems to imply their independence comes first. Some might be acting the way they do because
they are in need of a clearer understanding of a partnership situation. Busting done some foggy
or confused idea may be in the works as a feeling that a more critical understanding is needed,
and this may well be related to a partnership dynamic. Giving one's priority to a partnership will
simplify things greatly and has the potential to bring a great relief as well as good solid steps
forward in achieving a goal of mutual interest. During this Virgo Moon ingress there is a shift in
being overly assertive in one's own interest to applying ones inspiration and spontaneous energy
to practical tasks. The Virgo Moon can also cause some to focus on their health and make
decisions to service this as a priority and thus be less involved in the ideas of others or in some
manner remove oneself from distractions. The rise in practical insight and intuition right now
will feel necessary as it can seem as though one's survival requires more critical realism and less
focus on ideas which are really about too many others. Ultimately this is a good opportunity to
get real and practical within a partnership which is centered around mutual comfort and security
and to divorce one's self from situations which can not be clearly justified.

07 Tuesday March 31st - Moon enters Virgo 2:13 PM

08 Friday April 3rd - Moon enters Libra 3:09 AM

The feeling that a partnership is demanding more than it should or that one must consider a
partnership when in the past they were more solo in their style can be turned to opportunity.
Those who recoil into independent nature can break out of patterns of reacting to relationship
challenges and take perhaps the higher road of considering the shared experience from the
perspective of those who appear to be creating the challenge. Ideally the individual will identify
what it is they are avoiding and what it is they are gripping onto. With Venus currently transiting
Taurus an avenue to feeling comfort in a partnership is available, the individual needs to however
let go of some notion and correlating decision to be independent which is beyond the current
practical reason. What partnership and relationship means may be evolving right now and the
experiences which many individuals are having is about this revolution. This is creating an
opportunity to understand something about relationship which was previously not understood.
The partnership will reflect and echo one's own energy and belief in some way and it is this
knowing which allows the individual to value their relationship experiences. What an individual
sees in another, especially something which triggers a strong emotion either nice or difficult, is
perhaps what an individual has been either avoiding or holding onto too tightly. Whatever events
are occurring involving partnership the individual is wise to consider what these events cause
them to experience which they would otherwise not have experienced.

Full Moon in Libra Saturday April 4th 8:07 AM
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09 Sunday April 5th - Moon enters Scorpio 3:05 PM

10 Wednesday April 8th - Moon enters Sagittarius 1:09 AM

11 Friday April 10th - Moon enters Capricorn 8:48 AM

Physical steps taken toward moving one's agenda forward can occur in a powerful way as the
plan has been set previously. The manner in which this is approached can affect the dynamic in a
partnership or the partnership may be the impetus to take the action. Also a growing sense of
compassion can be a factor which justifies one's actions. As many will continue to act
spontaneously, some aggressively, the expenditure of this energy has elevated the physical
strength of some. This may be a good time to attend to some physical chore which requires
attention. The actions one takes now may be connected to the dynamic in a partnership where a
need or longing to be in harmony with another justifies an involvement with a plan which
typically would have had less interest. Teaming up with another may for some be challenging yet
this could be considered as the Moon's north node continues to transit Libra indicating solutions
and opportunities to decrease solo efforts and loneliness which may have run their course. The
sense that something unknown lurks and needs to be known and revealed may cause some
feelings of anxiety. A longing for some sort of basic simplicity can be satisfied by going on a
nature walk or by being close to the Earth in some way. This sense can also trigger appetite
where one is more sensually tuned to who they are organically than they typically might.

If one is intending on getting somewhere of significance through their work or profession this
Moon transit in Sagittarius may prove beneficially. An intuitive feeling that somethings are better
and more promising than others allows the ambitious individual to make better choices and avoid
miss steps. Unusual things may be said. You may experience self or others communicating
unexpectedly. The difference between saying things and doing things is more likely to occur to
more individuals as the need to take direction and orders seems like a bigger deal than usual.
Some will speak up who are usually quite. Others keep saying things which are not well planned
or thought out. An underlining belief or sense that certain things must be done because it is a
matter of personal security may affect choices. Some will be feeling physically stronger than
usual and are able to do more physical work than usual. This work will be a response to feeling
the need to secure one's own foundation and security. A plan to forge ahead in one's profession or
be better at their work can be supported by this extra physical energy. A way to be better at one's
job can bring to their attention certain things which must be attended to and again an increased
physical energy is present. The need to be clear about what an individual is personally
responsible for is a big asset right now as the increased physical energy is able to be specifically
focused. A concern for how one is viewed by others publicly may also rise. New concerns which
have to do with public reputation can drive and motivate either rebellion where words are quick
and hot or where effort is increased and accomplishment is aimed for.

It may be difficult to keep track of some social groups and friends as there has been public and
social changes, perhaps employment changes, which has altered the landscape of of one's typical
social interaction. These changes continue now and for some years yet. Currently there is a need
to accept these changes such that new ways of being apart of community can be considered. The
feeling that something which was once publicly certain or permanent but now gone may be
haunting as whatever it was that has changed means personal changes are due as well. All the
many things associated with survival or security will be showing up this Moon cycle at different
times for different people. And now the need to be on time and clearly focused on one's

Jupiter direct in Leo Wednesday April 8th 12:58 PM
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immediate task will be important to some as the Moon transits Capricorn. A conjunction between
Mercury and the Sun in Aries indicates the potential for forceful words. Boldness in conversation
can be linked to the concern that something is not on schedule or that there are activities which
are outside the immediate call for action. Since communication can be more likely now than
typical it is advantageous to intend that what one chooses to say is focused and appropriate to the
current situation. If there is something that needs to be said yet was difficult to do so in the past
this may be a good time as the courage to speak up is supported by current alignments.

Ambitious character may be questioned by friends and colleagues. In the bigger picture, over the
last few years, there has been a steady breaking free of social definitions which have come to feel
like constraints on the individual. This has caused a fleshing out of social roles or role models
which have been historically accepted. The archetypes which are of particular interest now are
those which would epitomize a remarkable or notable character. These heroes or important social
identities are being tested in such large degree that their significance is descending. There are
less stand outs when so many vie for and fit the bill. The Moon's transit through Aquarius can
trigger feelings of limitation as related to the elite sense that some super character implies. Of
course the ultimate lesson or opportunity here is to discover and let go of the need for external
validation. Once it is realized that the achievement of elite status based on the observing of past
notable character and hence attempting to copy it is futile then the individual will free
themselves from it. After all the notable characters from our history typically received their
status as the by-product of their integrity and self belief. Allowing oneself to follow their own
unique inspiration and passion, absent of external validation, will perhaps cause them to be
publicly noticed, which to them is the reality and interest of the public who notices them and not
the individual's main focus.

Wanting to survive implies a belief about reality which must be accepted in order that the correct
actions toward survival can be taken. Aries is this action yet what is the accepted reality which
the individual refferences as they go after the things they need? As the Moon returns to Pisces we
may find ourselves questioning how real something is. Asteroid Vesta is now in a conjunction
with Neptune in Pisces. The importance of accepting feelings as real and absolute will lead the
individual to feel the sacredness of compassion and feeling, and for some this is directly
connected to the sacredness of Spirit. There is perhaps a maturing of the individual in terms of
letting go of some nonsense, letting go of beliefs as they are turning out to be false or miss
represented. This leaves the door wide open for accepting compassion and becoming more
attuned to accepting feelings as real as opposed to the next mental construct. For each it will be
different, the degree to which compassion is allowed to be prioritized over ego type reasoning
and logic. A big opportunity this Moon cycle has been the attention one directs toward
partnerships and relationships in terms of the value they bring to the individual, because they stir
or bring up feelings which are in their own unique way comforting. For example knowing one is
not alone, even if their partners is not sure of things anymore than they are, is still comforting for
the simple fact that you know you are not alone. Hopefully the individual has been inspired to
take stock as to what is real and what is less real or significant in terms of security and comfort.

12 Sunday April 12th - Moon enters Aquarius 1:45 PM

13 Tuesday April 14th - Moon enters Pisces 4:13 PM
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14 Thursday April 16th - Moon enters Aries 5:01 PM

Although the Sun has been transiting Aries for the past 26 days it will be on Saturday the 18th
which will bring in the Aries new Moon. The Aries energy experienced after the new Moon will
be different in that there will be a more obtainable understanding of a unified inner process. The
actions one takes have the potential to more congruently connected to a central aim. Up until
May 12th Mars, ruling planet to Aries, will continue to transit Taurus where it made a Taurus
ingress back on March 31st. The Mars in Taurus transit period will give many individuals who
have a unified intuition and mission which they are either currently involved with or are now
beginning, a boost in physical energy. The individual will as such benefit from the transit if they
have a plan which calls for physical effort. Mars will ingress Gemini on the 18th of May
indicating a shift in energy from physical actions to communication action. Aries is a cardinal
sign and is given to new ideas being substantiated by actions. The shift from physical actions to
communication actions which occurs on May 18th will, or can be, within the vision of an
individual's plan if they are so committed to their intention to achieve a specific result. Uranus
has been transiting Aries since the summer of 2010 and will continue to so until 2018. This
Uranus transit has been lighting up Aries energy and asserting an impulse which affects the
individual in that it either reinforces or sparks an independent nature. This will be particularly
strong on matters which affect one's social belief and public freedom or rights. The Moon's south
node also currently transits Aries, February 2014 to November 2015, indicating a need for the
individual to clear any toxic independent nature which has been interfering with their ability to
find harmony with others.

Pluto retrograde in Capricorn Thursday April 16th 11:56 PM

***
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SoulstarAstrology.com
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 My beliefs are constantly adjusted to be in harmony with what I feel is absolute truth.

02 I can see how I make things real by making them important.

03 I am taking to the time be clear about how real and significant something is before I invest
more energy into it.

04 When I let something go I make room for something new.

05 I am aware of the fantasies of others and the degree to which I can participate within them
while remaining true to my own harmony.

06 What is real to me is that which is rich in inspiration.

07 I know why certain things happen to me by simply paying attention to what the event
caused me to experience which I otherwise would not have experienced.

08 A good way to speak to people who are not partial to hearing my voice is to speak to them
etherically.

09 My public notoriety, if it should occur, is the by-product of my dedication and integrity to
my personal interest.

10 I allow myself to see and realize the limitations of cultural beliefs which are from a time
previous to the current world merging of people.

11 I am paying attention to the ideas and plans which bring increased security and comfort to
my partnership.

12 I intend my safety when getting involved with tasks and jobs where safety is an issue.

13 A longing for some sort of basic simplicity is satisfied by going on a nature walk.

14 I am discovering effective ways to know what is real and what is a delusion.

15 My Action energy is focused on things which I have been planning for some time.

16 Believing that actions speak louder than words assist me in knowing what is going on.

17 My spontaneous actions are supported by long held foundational beliefs.

18 Because I have a clearly defined interest my energy can flow naturally into it.

19 I allow myself to release beliefs which I have come to know as false.

20 I am better understanding my relationships with the people I am most close with.

21 By allowing the people I most care about the space they need I better understand myself.


